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Abstract—In the context of the increasing prevalence of 

diabetes, this work focuses on integrating causal inference with 

Machine Learning (ML) for early diagnosis and effective 

management of diabetes. We applied a series of advanced 

techniques to improve model performance, including the use of 

data preprocessing methods, evaluation of variable importance 

and causal analysis, Feature Engineering methods, and 

hyperparameter optimization. The diabetes prediction model is a 

Stacking ensemble model that combines the predictions of several 

base models (namely: Random Forest Classifier, XGBClassifier, 

Gradient Boosting Classifier). Initial results showed a precision of 

0.70, a recall of 0.70, an Area Under Curve (AUC) of 0.768, and a 

Mean Cross Entropy (MCE) of 0.299. After optimization, 

precision increased to 0.73, recall to 0.73, AUC to 0.798, and MCE 

improved to 0.271. This approach has demonstrated a significant 

improvement in diabetes prediction, suggesting that the 

integration of causal inference and Machine Learning is a 

promising path for the diagnosis and management of diabetes. The 

reduction in MCE, alongside improvements in precision, recall, 

and AUC, underscores the effectiveness of our optimization 

techniques in enhancing model reliability and performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes is a chronic disease that is steadily increasing, 
posing a major challenge to health systems worldwide. Early 
diagnosis and effective management are essential to reduce 
complications and improve the quality of life of patients. This 
disease, characterized by chronic hyperglycemia1, manifests 
when the pancreas does not produce enough insulin or when the 
body cannot effectively use the insulin it produces. 

From traditional methods to innovative approaches, the 
literature reveals a variety of techniques for diagnosing and 
managing diabetes. However, gaps remain, particularly in terms 
of predictive accuracy and operational efficiency. 

In this context, the advent of Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
particularly Machine Learning, which allows systems to learn 
and evolve from data without being explicitly programmed [1], 
[2], opens new perspectives for diabetes diagnosis. ML is 
increasingly used to analyze complex datasets and can help 
identify patterns and trends that are difficult to detect by 
traditional analytical methods. 

In parallel, Causal Inference, a statistical method that allows 
for inferring cause-and-effect relationships from data, combined 
with Machine Learning [3], offers prospects for overcoming 
several limitations of conventional methods by identifying non-
obvious relationships between variables and the disease. 

This study aims to leverage these advanced technologies to 
improve early diagnosis and management of diabetes. We 
present a model integrating causal analysis and various Machine 
Learning techniques to analyze patient data in innovative ways. 
The objective is to provide a tool capable of extracting 
meaningful and actionable knowledge from vast health datasets, 
thus helping to bridge the gap between traditional diagnostic 
methods and the individual needs of patients for personalized 
and proactive diabetes management. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The integration of causal inference and machine learning in 
diabetes risk prediction has seen notable advancements, 
significantly enhancing the precision and reliability of predictive 
models. Researchers [3]-[5] have extensively explored a range 
of ML algorithms, such as Neural Networks, Decision Trees, 
Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, and Support Vector Machines, to 
predict diabetes effectively. Gradient boosting techniques, 
especially XGBoost, have proven to be highly effective in 
classification tasks, delivering superior performance [6], [7]. 
Ensemble learning methods [8]-[13], particularly stacking 
models, have gained popularity due to their ability to improve 
model robustness and accuracy by combining outputs from 
several base learners using a meta-learner. 

The processes of feature engineering and selection are vital 
in developing high-performance predictive models. Techniques 
like Random Forest-based feature importance are crucial for 
enhancing model interpretability and performance [14]. Causal 
inference has proven to be a powerful technique for identifying 
cause-and-effect relationships within health data [15], [16], 
providing more profound insights than traditional correlation 
methods. The core principles of causal inference have been 
widely applied in the healthcare sector, particularly to refine 
treatment strategies and improve patient outcomes. Specifically, 
in diabetes research, causal inference methods have been 
employed to model causal relationships within clinical datasets. 
At the heart of causal inference are Bayesian networks, which 
offer the possibility of modeling the probabilistic dependency 
relationships between variables [17]. 

Formally, a Bayesian network can be described by the 
following Formula (1): 

P(X1 ,X2 ,…,Xn)= ∏ 𝑃(𝑋𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 \Parents(𝑋𝑖))           (1) 

where, P(X1 ,X2 ,…, Xn) represents the joint probability of n 
random variables, and Parents(𝑋𝑖) are the direct precursors of 
the variable Xi in the network. This formula encapsulates the 
essence of Bayesian networks, allowing for the decomposition 
of the complexity of interactions between diabetes risk factors 

1World Health Organization, "Diabetes". https://www.who.int/news-
room/fact-sheets/detail/diabetes. 
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and its clinical manifestations into simpler and calculable 
relationships. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of this research is outlined in this section, 
which includes: (1) description of data selection and data 
processing, (2) description of causal analysis and ML models, 
and (3) description of the techniques used to validate and 
evaluate the models. The process of developing these models, 
executed using Python for scripting and analysis, is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

A. Data Selection and Processing 

In our study, we utilized the Health Facts database from 
Cerner Corporation [18], which compiles de-identified and 
detailed clinical records from a broad spectrum of healthcare 
facilities, including 130 hospitals and integrated delivery 
networks across the United States, spanning a decade from 1999 
to 2008. Health Facts, a voluntary initiative for organizations 
employing the Cerner electronic medical record system, 
provided a rich and comprehensive foundation for our research. 
The dataset comprises essential demographic information 
including gender, age, and ethnicity; clinical metrics such as 
diagnoses and blood glucose levels; and various clinical 
measurements including renal function, creatinine levels, and 
heart rate. Additionally, it contains other pertinent health data 

such as BMI, height, and weight. The variables are classified 
into numeric and nominal types. 

To ensure a focused and relevant dataset, we established 
specific inclusion criteria targeting patients who had undergone 
blood glucose measurements, aiming to identify those at 
potential risk or already diagnosed with diabetes. Through this 
selective process, we identified 34.367 unique patients and 
proceeded to analyze 88 different variables. This 
methodological approach enabled us to accurately identify 
factors associated with an increased risk of diabetes, leveraging 
a database that is both exhaustive and representative of the 
national population. 

The cleaning and preparation of medical data marked the 
beginning of our exploration. We started by removing irrelevant 
variables, such as patient identifiers and hospital codes, to 
reduce noise and focus our analysis on information directly 
impacting outcomes. To enhance the robustness of our database, 
records with more than 40% missing data were deleted, ensuring 
data reliability for analysis. Missing values were imputed using 
the mode for categorical variables and the Iterative Imputer 
method for numerical variables, preserving relevant information 
without introducing significant bias. The Iterative Imputer 
algorithm employs a round-robin approach [19], [20], utilizing 
regression models to estimate the missing values within a feature 
by leveraging the remaining features as predictors. 

 
Fig. 1. Data preparation and analytical framework for diabetes prediction. 
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Furthermore, the application of the Isolation Forest method 
for outlier identification and removal bolstered our dataset's 
integrity by eliminating extreme values that might distort 
outcomes. The Isolation Forest algorithm constructs a binary 
tree to directly analyze outlier data instances [21]-[23]. To 
address the common problem of class imbalance in medical 
datasets, which can bias model performance in favor of the 
majority class, the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling 
Technique method (SMOTE) was employed to balance the 
training data [24]. Subsequent data normalization was essential 
for aligning the scales of different variables [25], enabling ML 
models to converge more rapidly and stably. 

B. Causal Analysis and Machine Learning Methods 

The XGBClassifier, an XGBoost model for classification 
[26], was utilized for initial predictions, taking advantage of its 
renowned performance and speed in classification tasks. XGB 
operates through the successive, iterative creation of an 
ensemble of simple models, like decision trees, building them 
one after another. Each new model in the sequence aims to 
address the inaccuracies of its predecessors. This process 
enhances the predictive accuracy of the ensemble and mitigates 
overfitting by minimizing a specified loss function [27]. 
XGBoost can be succinctly described as an ensemble learning 
methodology grounded in decision trees, as seen in Fig. 2, 
employing Gradient Descent as its fundamental objective 
function. This framework offers considerable versatility and 
efficiently leverages computational resources to achieve the 
expected outcomes. 

The integration of causal analysis with Machine Learning 
constitutes the core of our methodological approach. Initially, 
variable analysis was conducted using the Random Forest 
Classifier to evaluate their importance [28]-[30], selected for its 
ability to efficiently handle large datasets and provide a reliable 
estimate of variable importance without making prior 
assumptions about data distribution. 

Causal analyses were then conducted in two main stages, 
employing Bayesian network-based inference techniques [31], 
[32], to identify variables with potential causal relationships to 
diabetes: 

 An initial causal analysis with all variables was 
conducted using the Hill Climbing Search and Bayesian 
Network algorithms to explore the dataset 
comprehensively. The Hill Climbing Search algorithm, 
an optimization tool, searches for the most effective 
network structures by maximizing a score function that 
evaluates each structure's quality in relation to the 
observed data. In conjunction with the Bayesian 
Network algorithm, which constructs a probabilistic 
model to represent causal relationships among variables, 
this phase enabled the identification of complex 
interactions and the main precursors of diabetes within 
our dataset. 

 Subsequently, a more refined causal analysis targeted a 
restricted set of variables, focusing on those identified as 
impactful on diabetes by the initial Bayesian analysis and 
those deemed most influential by the Random Forest 
Classifier. This iterative use of the Hill Climbing Search 
and Bayesian Network algorithms in the second analysis 
phase confirmed and validated the initial findings, 
concentrating on a narrower subset of variables. This 
methodological approach strengthens the reliability of 
our conclusions, ensuring our model is robustly 
grounded for effective diabetes diagnosis and 
management. 

After identifying and validating key causal variables, such as 
age and gender, we adjusted them based on specific weightings 
and established interactions between some variables, like 
creating ratios and products. Integrating these adjusted and 
interactive variables into our Machine Learning database aimed 
to refine our prediction accuracy, leveraging the causal 
relationships between variables and the incidence of diabetes. 

To further refine our model, we implemented two key 
techniques aimed at hyperparameter optimization: (1) using 
Randomized Search CV to fine-tune the hyperparameters of 
three base models: RandomForestClassifier, 
GradientBoostingClassifier, and XGBClassifier, and (2) 
implementing a Stacking ensemble model further enhanced 
predictive performance by combining multiple base models 
[33], [34], producing more accurate and robust predictions. 

 
Fig. 2. The evolution of XGBoost from tree-based models [7]. 
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Hyperparameter optimization through Randomized Search 
CV is an efficient technique to explore a vast parameter space 
and identify the optimal configuration for our model [35]. This 
technique offers an optimal balance between computational 
efficiency and the ability to discover hyperparameter 
combinations that maximize model performance. Using 
Randomized Search CV ensures that our model is not only 
robustly adapted to our dataset's specifics but also refined to 
achieve the best possible performance in terms of precision, 
recall, F1 score, AUC, MCE, etc. Simultaneously, adopting a 
Stacking ensemble model is based on the principle that diversity 
in prediction methods contributes to a significant improvement 
in the overall model performance. This synergy exploits each 
model's unique strengths while mitigating their individual 
weaknesses, leading to superior generalization capacity and 
prediction accuracy. 

In summary, our approach to hyperparameter optimization, 
coupled with strategic adjustment of key causal variables, 
constitutes a methodical approach aimed at maximizing the 
diagnostic efficacy of our model in the early prediction of 
diabetes. This combination of precise adjustments and thorough 
optimization seeks to raise the standard of accuracy and 
reliability necessary for clinical applications in diabetes 
diagnosis. 

C. Performance Evaluation 

The model's performance post-optimization was assessed 
using several key metrics [25]: 

 Precision: This measures the proportion of correct 
predictions (true positives, TP) among the predicted 
positive cases (true positives, TP and false positives, FP). 

Precision=TP/(TP+FP) 

 Recall: This evaluates how many actual positive cases 
were correctly identified by the model, compared to the 
total actual positive cases (true positives, TP and false 
negatives, FN). 

Recall=TP/(TP+FN) 

 F1 Score: As a harmonic mean of precision and recall, 
this metric evaluates the balance between these two 
metrics. 

F1 Score=2 x (Precision x Recall )/(Precision+Recall) 

 AUC: This provides an overall measure of model 
performance, indicating its ability to distinguish between 
classes (diabetic and non-diabetic in our case). 
Specifically, it quantifies the model's overall 
performance by calculating the area under the ROC 
curve, which plots the true positive rate (sensitivity) 
against the false positive rate (1-specificity) at different 
decision thresholds (2). An AUC close to 1 indicates 
superior model performance, with better distinction 
between positive and negative classes. 

𝐴𝑈𝐶 = ∫  𝑇𝑃𝑅
1

0
(FPR)dFPR                    (2) 

where, TPR is the true positive rate and FPR is the false 
positive rate. 

 MCE: This metric assesses the model's prediction 
accuracy from a probabilistic perspective, providing 
insight into the confidence of its predictions (3). Lower 
MCE values indicate higher confidence and accuracy in 
the predicted probabilities. 

𝑀𝐶𝐸 = −
1

𝑁
∑ [𝑦𝑖

𝑁

𝑘=1
𝑙𝑜𝑔 (�̂�𝑖)  + (1 + 𝑦𝑖) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 − �̂�𝑖)] (3) 

where, 𝑦𝑖  is the actual label, �̂�𝑖  is the predicted probability 
for the i-th observation, and N is the total number of 
observations. 

 The Confusion Matrix is an essential tool for calculating 
these metrics, enabling a detailed analysis of model 
performance by identifying not only successes but also 
the types of errors made, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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TN (The number of negative 
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Fig. 3. Confusion matrix for model performance evaluation. 

We compared these metrics before and after optimization to 
assess the improvements made by the Stacking ensemble model 
and hyperparameter optimization, demonstrating the efficacy of 
our approach in enhancing diagnostic accuracy for early 
diabetes prediction. 

IV. RESULTS 

Before optimization, our model demonstrated a precision of 
0.70, a recall of 0.70, an AUC of 0.768, and a Mean Cross 
Entropy of 0.299. The initial confusion matrix indicated a 
balance between classes but hinted at potential for improvement, 
particularly in reducing false positives and negatives. 

Significant improvement was observed after optimization: 
Precision increased to 0.73, enhancing the model's ability to 
correctly identify diabetes cases and thereby reduce the number 
of false positives. Recall also improved to 0.73, highlighting 
better detection of actual diabetes cases, crucial for early patient 
management. An AUC of 0.798 indicated a clearer distinction 
between diabetic and non-diabetic patients, showing increased 
model sensitivity and specificity. Moreover, the MCE improved 
to 0.271, reflecting higher confidence and accuracy in the 
model’s probabilistic predictions. 

The post-optimization confusion matrix revealed better class 
distinction, with a notable reduction in classification errors, 
essential for avoiding incorrect diagnoses and ensuring 
appropriate patient treatment. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the comparison of model performance 
before and after optimization in terms of precision, recall, F1-
Score, AUC, and MCE. As can be seen, each metric 
demonstrated significant improvement following optimization, 
underscoring the effectiveness of our approach. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of model performance before and after optimization. 

 
Fig. 5. Visualization of confusion matrices before and after optimization. 

Fig. 5 provides a visualization of the confusion matrices 
before and after optimization to better understand the 
improvement in classification. The matrix on the left shows the 
initial distribution of predictions, while the one on the right 
demonstrates a better distinction between diabetic and non-
diabetic classes after optimization. An increase in true negatives 
(from 3970 to 4001) and true positives (from 2827 to 3073) is 
observed, indicating an increased ability of the model to 
correctly identify diabetes cases, as well as a general 
improvement in precision and recall. 

The comparison of performance metrics before and after 
optimization underscores the effectiveness of our 
methodological approach, demonstrating the enhancements 
brought about by integrating causal analysis techniques and 
hyperparameter optimization into the modeling process. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The results obtained in this study highlight the effectiveness 
of integrating causal inference and machine learning (ML) in 
significantly improving diabetes diagnosis and management. 
Our model's enhanced ability to distinguish between diabetic 
and non-diabetic patients after optimization, as evidenced by 
improved performance metrics, suggests that this method can be 
particularly useful in clinical settings for anticipating high-risk 
cases and personalizing treatments. 

In a comparative analysis with other studies that utilized the 
Health Facts database from Cerner Corporation, our model 
demonstrates superior performance metrics. For instance, a 
study [36] investigated the use of machine learning models and 
achieved an AUC of 0.686 for the Random Forest model, which 
is lower than the AUC of 0.798 achieved by our optimized 
model. Another study [37] focused on predictive modeling for 
diabetes using machine learning techniques. Their KNN model 
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achieved precision and recall values below 0.68, specifically 
reporting a precision of 0.68, recall of 0.61, and an F1-score of 
0.64. These results further underscore the advancements 
achieved in our study, where post-optimization metrics for 
precision, recall, and F1-score all improved to 0.73. This 
improvement reflects our model's enhanced ability to correctly 
identify both diabetic and non-diabetic patients, reducing the 
number of false positives and negatives. 

This research confirms that using advanced predictive 
models allows for better utilization of medical resources by 
targeting the most necessary interventions and potentially 
reducing the costs associated with late-stage complication 
treatments. It could also aid in the formulation of more effective, 
data-driven strategies for public health. 

Although the results are promising, it is important to 
recognize certain limitations. The dependence of our model on 
the quality and diversity of the data is a major consideration. Our 
study relies on data from a single dataset, Health Facts from 
Cerner, which, although comprehensive, may not capture all 
clinical nuances present in a larger or global population. 
Additionally, the model could benefit from integrating 
additional variables not considered in this study, such as genetic 
data, certain biomedical markers, or lifestyle data, which could 
potentially improve the accuracy of the predictions. 

For future research, several directions can be envisaged, 
including: (1) applying the model to other datasets to evaluate 
and enhance its robustness, (2) integrating additional variables 
that could influence diabetes diagnosis, such as genetic or 
environmental factors, and (3) interdisciplinary collaboration 
with experts in diabetology, epidemiology, and behavioral 
sciences to enrich the analysis and provide a more holistic 
understanding of diabetes dynamics. This approach represents a 
significant advancement in diabetes diagnosis and management, 
paving the way for more effective and personalized treatments 
for other chronic diseases where early detection and 
personalized treatment are paramount. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This study explored the application of causal inference 
combined with advanced Machine Learning techniques to 
improve early diagnosis and management of diabetes, a growing 
global public health challenge. The results obtained not only 
demonstrate the viability of this approach but also its potential 
to significantly transform current clinical practices by providing 
more precise and effective tools for diabetes management. 

Through a rigorous process of optimization and analysis, we 
significantly improved the model's performance, as evidenced 
by enhanced metrics. This improvement underscores the 
importance of understanding causal relationships not only to 
predict health events but also to positively influence clinical 
outcomes through targeted and personalized interventions. 

By continuing to develop and refine this approach, we can 
hope to enhance care for diabetic patients while also offering 
proactive strategies for managing this complex disease and its 
multiple complications. The ultimate goal is to contribute to a 
more predictive, preventive, and personalized healthcare 
paradigm, where clinical decisions are informed by deep data 
insights and rigorous causal analyses. 
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